
Long Term Curriculum Overview Art & Photography 2022-23

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6

Year 7

Subject Rotation

Each ATL Art
unit is 12 hour

Applied Transdisciplinary Learning (ATL)
Unit Title: How can we as artists explore the formal elements to
inspire architecture across the world?

Primary Discipline - Art
Secondary Discipline - Geography
Tertiary Discipline - English

Applied Transdisciplinary Learning (ATL)
Unit Title: What role do we as artists play in cultural celebrations?
Exploring Dia De Los Muerto

Primary Discipline - Art
Secondary Discipline - Geography
Tertiary Discipline - Theology and Ethics

Power Skills:

Creativity- Painting techniques, mark making, collage

Listening - Class discussion about colour theory & architecture around the
world

Problem solving- Learning how to improve painting skills. Identify and
solve problems

Leadership- Completing set tasks to a timeframe. The goal is to complete
a successful outcome that encompasses all practical skills learned
throughout the unit

Power Skills

Creativity - Drawing, mark making techniques, painting

Listening & Speaking- Analysing patterns and shapes used within
Mexican art. Analysing the work by Diego Rivera & Frida Kahlo

Problem Solving - Questioning how to improve outcomes and evaluating
your own work and that of others.

PD/T&E: Health and wellbeing- exploring creativity and art mindfulness (Yr12,U3,W6) Breaking down stereotypes - observing architecture in different
cultures (Y7,U3,W4), Being positive - learning how to overcome and solve problems (Yr7,U4,W5), Exploring Britishness- British architects (Yr10,U4,W3)

Futures: Architect, Painter, Fine Artist, Printer, Textiles Designing Futures: Advertising, Graphic Designer, Fine artist, Textiles Designer,
Tattooist

Year 8

Subject Rotation

Each ATL Art
unit is 12 hours

ATL Unit Title: How can we as street artists explore and portray
current world affairs?

Primary Discipline - Art
Secondary Discipline - History
Tertiary Discipline - Politics & Current World Affairs

ATL Unit Title: How can we as artists create a mandala to represent
the cosmos or deities in various cultures?

Primary Discipline - Art
Secondary Discipline - Maths
Tertiary Discipline - Theology & Ethics
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Power Skills:

Creativity- Developing Photoshop, collage, painting, designing, illustration,
monoprinting skills

Listening & Speaking - Analysing graffiti artwork + contributing to class
discussion

Problem Solving - Questioning how to improve outcomes and evaluating
your own work and that of others.

Power Skills:

Creativity- Developing Illustration, painting, design skills

Listening & Speaking - Analysing artwork by David Hockney, Lindy
Longhurst and Kristi Bridgeman + contributing to class discussion

PD/RE - Exploring different styles of graffiti and learning their own preference. Learning how street art has developed over time. Exploring different
mandala styles

Theology & Ethics - Health and wellbeing- exploring creativity and art mindfulness (Yr12,U3,W6) Breaking down stereotypes - observing styles of
landscapes through art movements (Y7,U3,W4), Being positive - learning how to overcome and solve problems (Yr7,U4,W5)

Futures - Painting, Printing, Analysis Futures: Painter, Tattooist, Illustrator

Year 9
Self-Expression

Activities – Drawing,  painting, clay, print

Artists/Movements/Themes Juilana Coles,
Shepard Fairey, Banksy, Tatana Kellner, Barbara
Kruger

Keywords – Golden ratio, proportions, line, shape,
composition, tone, harmonising and contrasting
(chiaroscuro, sfumato, cangiante, unione), grids

Repeat unit with new rotation Repeat unit with new rotation
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Skills

Practical - Mixed Media, Charcoal, Drawing, Typography, Stencil, Lino/Polyblock printing

Communication & Interpersonal - Thinking of slogans to express themselves. Discussion of current world and news events. Analysing artwork by
Juliana Coles and Banksy

Resilience - Learning how to improve drawing, painting and print skills. Identify and solve problems

Critical Thinking - Creating slogans to express themselves and represent visual images. Questioning how to improve outcomes and evaluating your
own work and that of others.

Initiative- Developing practical skills and learning how to explore different media in art.

Complex Problem Solving - Developing ideas for a final outcome. Analysis of artist and own work

Productivity and Accountability - Completing set tasks to a timeframe. The goal is to complete a successful outcome that encompasses all practical
skills learned throughout the unit

PD/RE - Learning how artists and people from a variety of cultures and backgrounds express themselves through art. Exploring key themes such as
racism, sexism, LGBT, BLM, climate change and politics

Theology & Ethics - Celebrating differences (Yr7,U3,W1-6) Self-esteem - expressing yourself through art (Y7,U2,W6). LGBTQ (Yr8,U5 1-6) Identity
and relationships (Yr 8,U2,W2-4). Common types of mental health - using slogans to represent image (Yr10,U1,W3). Health and wellbeing- exploring
creativity and art mindfulness (Yr12,U3,W6) Breaking down stereotypes - learning about sexism, racism, current news events, climate change, BLM,
LGBT (Y7,U3,W4), Being positive - learning how to overcome and solve problems (Yr7,U4,W5).

Futures - Photographer, Graffiti artist, Activist, Painter, Graphic designer
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Year 10 ART Coursework
Still Life
Visual mind map
Observational
drawing
Sarah Graham
Morandi

Still Life
Kate Brinkworth
Rachel Dein
Clay/plaster casting
Kate Malone

Still Life
Edward Bawden and
Lino Printing
Development and
refinement of ideas

Still Life
Final Piece and
evaluation

Portraiture
Andrew Salgado
David Altmejd
Lionel Smit
Development of ideas

Portraiture
Final Piece and
evaluation

Year 11 ART Landscape
Anselm Keifer
Peter Wileman
David Tress
Photography

Landscape
Development and
refinement of ideas
Final Piece and Evaluation

Externally set EXAM

Skills

Practical - Painting, Photography, Sculpture, Ceramics, Mixed Media, Charcoal, Drawing, Typography, Stencil, Lino/Polyblock printing, Analysis, Plaster

Communication & Interpersonal - Analysing the work of a range of artists and learning how to respond to their work. Independently completing an
outcome through initial development to refinement and mock up outcome.

Resilience - Learning how to improve drawing, painting, 3D and print skills. Identify and solve problems

Critical Thinking - Producing ideas for outcomes. Thinking about how to improve the quality of work. Considering how to respond to artist work in a
practical way.

Initiative- Developing practical skills and learning how to explore different media in art.

Complex Problem Solving - Developing ideas for a final outcome. Analysis of artist and own work

Productivity and Accountability - Meeting deadlines and organising own time to ensure work is completed. Completing set tasks to a timeframe. The
goal is to complete a successful outcome that encompasses all practical skills learned throughout the unit
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PD/RE - Learning how artists and people from a variety of cultures and backgrounds express themselves through art.

Theology & Ethics - Stress management - meeting deadlines (Yr11,U1,W6), Manage change + Post 16 options (Yr11,U2,W1-6) Life beyond schools.
skills and interests (Yr10,U3,W1-2) Celebrating differences (Yr7,U3,W1-6) Self-esteem - expressing yourself through art (Y7,U2,W6). LGBTQ (Yr8,U5
1-6) Identity and relationships (Yr 8,U2,W2-4). Health and wellbeing- exploring creativity and art mindfulness (Yr12,U3,W6) Breaking down stereotypes -
learning about sexism, racism, current news events, climate change, BLM, LGBT (Y7,U3,W4), Being positive - learning how to overcome and solve
problems (Yr7,U4,W5).

Futures - Photography, Painter, Fine Artist, Ceramics, Illustrator, Collage Artist, Mixed Media, Stop Motion, Journalism

Year 10
PHOTOGRAPHY

Camera Function
Aperture
Shutter Speed
ISO
Exposure Triangle

Portraiture
Photograms - Man Ray
Yousuf Karsh
Gjon Mili
Laurence Demaison

Portraiture
Elena Kulikova
Maurizio Anzeri

Portraiture
Development and
refinement of ideas
Final Piece

Still Life
Edward Weston
James Welling
Barbara Kasten
Fong Qi Wei

Still Life
Bruce Boyd
Development and
refinement of ideas
Final Piece

Year 11
PHOTOGRAPHY

Landscape
Faye Godwin
Stephanie
Massa-Bidal
Christophe Jacrot
Henri Cartier-Bresson

Landscape
Development and
refinement of ideas
Final Piece and Evaluation

Externally set EXAM

Skills

Practical - Digital photography, exploring shutter speed and aperture. Photograms. Film photography, film to print developing. Photoshop and photo
enhancement. Weaving and hand edit manipulation.

Communication & Interpersonal - Analysing the work of a range of photographers and learning how to respond to their work. Independently
completing an outcome through initial development to refinement and mock up outcome.

Resilience - Learning how to improve photographs and identify problems on a photoshoot such as lighting.
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Critical Thinking - Producing ideas for outcomes. Thinking about how to improve the quality of work. Considering how to respond to photographers'
work in a practical way. Learning how to present the final photo outcome.

Initiative- Developing practical skills and learning how to explore different methods within Photography.

Complex Problem Solving - Developing ideas for a final outcome. Analysis of photographer and own work

Productivity and Accountability - Meeting deadlines and organising own time to ensure work is completed. Completing set tasks to a timeframe. The
goal is to complete a successful outcome that encompasses all practical skills learned throughout the unit

PD/RE - Learning how artists and people from a variety of cultures and backgrounds express themselves through art.

Theology & Ethics - Stress management - meeting deadlines (Yr11,U1,W6), Manage change + Post 16 options (Yr11,U2,W1-6) Life beyond schools.
skills and interests (Yr10,U3,W1-2) Celebrating differences (Yr7,U3,W1-6) Self-esteem - expressing yourself through art (Y7,U2,W6). LGBTQ (Yr8,U5
1-6) Identity and relationships (Yr 8,U2,W2-4). Health and wellbeing- exploring creativity and art mindfulness (Yr12,U3,W6) Breaking down stereotypes -
learning about sexism, racism, current news events, climate change, BLM, LGBT (Y7,U3,W4), Being positive - learning how to overcome and solve
problems (Yr7,U4,W5).

Futures - Landscape photographer, Portraiture photographer, Fashion Photographer, Still Life photographer, Stop Motion, Journalist, Animator

Year 12 ART &
PHOTOGRAPHY

Personal
Investigation
Record + Introduction
essay

Personal Investigation
Artist 1 + Context part of
essay

Personal
Investigation
Artist 2 + Analysis
part of essay

Personal
Investigation
Artist 3 + Analysis
part of essay

Personal Investigation
Artist 4 + Analysis part
of essay

Personal
Investigation
Artist 5 + Analysis part
of essay

Year 13 ART &
PHOTOGRAPHY

Personal
Investigation
Development of ideas
+ Refinement of
Ideas

Personal Investigation
FINAL PIECE

Externally set exam
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Skills

Practical - Textiles, Wire manipulation, Painting, Photography, Sculpture, Ceramics, Mixed Media, Charcoal, Drawing, Typography, Stencil,
Lino/Polyblock printing, Analysis, Plaster, Photoshop, Darkroom development, Photograms, Weaving

Communication & Interpersonal - Analysing the work of a range of artists/photographers and learning how to respond to their work. Independently
completing an outcome through initial development to refinement and mock up outcome.

Resilience - Learning how to improve Photoshop edits, photoshoots, drawing, painting, 3D and print skills. Identify and solve problems

Critical Thinking - Producing ideas for outcomes. Thinking about how to improve the quality of work. Considering how to respond to
artist/photographer work in a practical way.

Initiative- Developing practical skills and learning how to explore different media in art.

Complex Problem Solving - Developing ideas for a final outcome. Analysis of artist/photographers and own work

Productivity and Accountability - Meeting deadlines and organising own time to ensure work is completed. Completing set tasks to a timeframe. The
goal is to complete a successful outcome that encompasses all practical skills learned throughout the unit

PD/RE - Learning how artists/photographers and people from a variety of cultures and backgrounds express themselves through art/photography.

Theology & Ethics - Finding your perfect job (Yr12,U2,W3-4) Stress management - meeting deadlines (Yr11,U1,W6), Manage change + Post 16
options (Yr11,U2,W1-6) Life beyond schools. skills and interests (Yr10,U3,W1-2) Celebrating differences (Yr7,U3,W1-6) Self-esteem - expressing
yourself through art (Y7,U2,W6). LGBTQ (Yr8,U5 1-6) Identity and relationships (Yr 8,U2,W2-4). Health and wellbeing- exploring creativity and art
mindfulness (Yr12,U3,W6)  Being positive - learning how to overcome and solve problems (Yr7,U4,W5).

Futures - Architect, Portraiture Artist, Visual Designer, Textiles Designer, Photographers, Model Making, Sculpting, Illustrator, Fine Artist, Animation,
Journalism


